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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are being asked to help a customer that is having issues
with their new OLTP application that they have just connected
to their existing VNX.

The OLTP Administrator has created a 2 TB pool LUN on 8 NL-SAS
drives in a 6+2 raid 6 configuration. The customer does not
have the budget to purchase more hardware this quarter but does
have a mixture of SAS and NL-SAS drives you can use.
What configuration would you recommend to the customer?
A. Leave the data as is
B. Raid 6 on SAS Drives
C. Raid 1/0 on SAS drives
D. Enable FAST Cache on the pool
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that is used by four departments
in your company. The subscription contains
10 resource groups. Each department uses resources in several
resource groups.
You need to send a report to the finance department. The report
must detail the costs for each department.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Assign a tag to each resource.
You apply tags to your Azure resources giving metadata to
logically organize them into a taxonomy. After you apply tags,
you can retrieve all the resources in your subscription with
that tag name and value. Each resource or resource group can
have a maximum of 15 tag name/value pairs. Tags applied to the
resource group are not inherited by the resources in that
resource group.
Box 2: From the Cost analysis blade, filter the view by tag
After you get your services running, regularly check how much
they're costing you. You can see the current spend and burn
rate in Azure portal.
* Visit the Subscriptions blade in Azure portal and select a
subscription.
* You should see the cost breakdown and burn rate in the popup
blade.
* Click Cost analysis in the list to the left to see the cost
breakdown by resource. Wait 24 hours after you add a service
for the data to populate.
* You can filter by different properties like tags, resource
group, and timespan. Click Apply to confirm the filters and
Download if you want to export the view to a Comma-Separated
Values (.csv) file.
Box 3: Download the usage report

References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/r
esource-group-using-tags
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-gettingstarted

NEW QUESTION: 3
An external provider is late with the delivery of a finished
item. As a measure of goodwill, and to maintain the project s
schedule. the provider offers to bear the cost of renting a
temporary system. Since no schedule slippage will occur, what
should the project manager do next?
A. Account for this additional resource in the work breakdown
structure (WBS).
B. Take no further actions because there is no schedule
slippage.
C. Update the project documents.
D. Conduct the Perform Integrated Change Control process.
Answer: D
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